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Abstract— Project reports may not exceed two pages. This report
summarizes Project xx: whatever title it is. In this project,
frequency content of acoustic signals were analyzed, addressing
the main items required for this report: all formulas listed below,
all tables below, all figures missing below, all captions corrected,
and a short description of all figures.

I. THEORY
The formula for the DFT of an N-point acoustic signal is
𝑋[𝑘] =? ? ?

III. EXPERIMENT 2
In the second experiment, the software in Fig. 2 was used to
measure the frequency spectrum of a 5 kHz tone generated using
whatever-app (choose a tool such as a cellphone app or online
tone generator). As shown in Fig. 2, the tone frequency was
measured as 5329 Hz at -23.8 dB level.

(1)

where X[k] is ???, x[n] is ??? and w is discrete fime frquency
in rad/sample. The relations ship between continuous frequency
and discrete-time frequency is

W =? ? ?

(1)

where W is ???, x[n] is ??? and...
II. EXPERIMENT 1
In the first experiment, the provided soundSweepApp
software in Fig. 1 was used to manually sweep (using the
frequency slider or typing into the frequency field) a pair of
maufacturer/model speakers and a PC/laptop to determine the
low end and high end of the frequency range. Use an earbud
microphone or your pc microphone (whichever is best)

Fig. 2. Measurement of 5 kHz tone from whatever
app/website, showing measurement of fundamental mode at
5329 Hz at a level of -23.8 dB. Fix all captions!!
IV. EXPERIMENT 3
In the third experiment, the software in Fig. 3 was used to
measure the frequency spectrum of C-major chord generated
using a keyboard or whatever-app (perhaps a cellphone app, it
may be easiest to open 3 tone-generator browser windows to
synthesize your own chords from 3 tones). Since the frequencies
were so low, the lower frequency range (Max freq" ) was used
(DO THIS so you can see all three frequencies!)

Fig. 1. Measurement app to determine frequency range of
speakers listed in Table I, showing etc., etc., etc., showing
etc., etc., etc., showing etc., etc., etc., Fix all captions!!
The measurements in Table 1 show the lower and upper
limits of audible speaker output, although it is possible that the
measurement might have been limited by the hearing limits of
the listener.
TABLE I.

MEASURED FREQUENCY LIMITS FOR SPEAKERS

S11 BT
speaker

Lenovo x100
laptop

Lower frequency limit (Hz)

144

24

Upper frequency limit (Hz)

13,100

15,987

Limits

Fig. 3. Measurement of C-major chord from whatever
app/website, showing measurement of the three frequencies
comprising the chord, xx Hz, yy Hz, and zz Hz. Fix all
captions!!

V. EXPERIMENT 4
In the fourth experiment, the spectrogram software in Fig. 4 was
used to measure the frequency spectrum of whatever (choose
something of interest, such as a house fan, truck, song, musical
instrument). Explain the experiment here!

Fig. 4. Measurement of an attic fan, with peak spectrum of
xx Hz at a level of yy dB.. Fix all captions!!
VI. EXPERIMENT 5
In the final experiment, a quadratic 1 kHz to 10 kHz 2-second
duration frequency chirp (YOU MUST EDIT THE MATLAB
CODE TO DO THIS) was generated and played on audio. The
2D spectrogram of the frequency chirp is shown in Fig. 5, and a
3D spectrogram is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. 2D spectrogram of a quadratic 1 kHz to 10 kHz 2second duration frequency chirp. Fix all captions!!
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Fig. 5. 2D spectrogram of a quadratic 1 kHz to 10 kHz 2second duration frequency chirp. Fix all captions!!
VII. DISCUSSION
Discuss any particular issues, especially if you believe your
experiment failed or measurements were more than 20%
different than theory
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